
Lean and Mean, I Mean

“Bella, I’ve never seen you work up a sweat.”   My friend Bella Pelorizado, sought after 
nonprofit consultant, was doing a streetwise workout along Main Street in the Land of Lost 
Board Members.

“Listen, honey, these are lean and mean times.”  She huffed and puffed as she pressed orange 
traffic cones over her head for a count of thirty-five.

“Lean and mean?”  I was puzzled.  “Are you referring to the tight economic situation?  The 
demands on local services by folks who have never had to ask for help before?  That supplies 
and funds are running low?  So supplies are lean and that means not everyone gets all they need?

“No, I mean I’m working out so I can lean on my donors for more money.”   She flexed her 
muscles and then did fifty push-ups at a fire plug.

“Do you think there may be other interpretations of lean?” I asked,  “Like reviewing the budget 
and cutting out some items.  Cut spending, cut the heat, cut the electricity.”

“Yeah, right.” she sneered, “Cut the c--.”  I couldn’t hear the rest of her remark as she run up and 
down the Gazebo steps for two minutes.  She stopped while she took her pulse and then 
pondered,  “If I turn down the heat, my staff gets meaner and I get the budget leaner?”

“Maybe you’re right,” I conceded.  “But I’m sure lean includes looking at cost cutting measures,  
that you, your staff and clients can live with.”  I thought a little more and then offered, “How 
about leaning on one another?”

“I can relate to that” huffed Bella as she completed 37 reps of some complex ab to pecs to ab to 
gluts to ab to collapse in front of the coffee shop.   She leaned on Cash Now, nonprofit CPA, as 
he sat sipping a black coffee.  Cash was showing how to get lean.  He pushed her to the ground. I 
guess he’s also working on the mean part.

 I helped her up as I continued, “I mean agencies work together, lean on one another for support, 
share resources, manage services with no one absorbing all the costs.”

“I see what you mean,” Coach Upright said as he helped Bella grab the chin up lamp post.  A 
crowd had gathered to watch Bella complete her street fitness program.  I soon lost their 
attention as they counted out her chin-ups.  She worked through some other cardio set of some 
mysterious stretching pirouette.  She came to rest leaning against a parked car.  “Bella,” I 
cheered, “What a great demonstration of lean!”  I waved my arm toward her and the car that was 
supporting her.  



“You’re saying that lean might not mean cut the fat, but look for someone stronger to work 
with?.”

“I think I’m saying both.  Be cost conscious, but also build alliances and friendships.  No one is 
in this alone.”

“Yeah, but what about mean?  You’re saying mean doesn’t mean mean.  I mean we should think 
of mean as,” here she paused as others tried to help.
“As ugly? as average? as intend? as a verb? an adjective?” Came the street chorus of definitions.

“As a  headache,” surrendered Bella.  “You’re not listening to what I mean to say, and you’re 
acting mean, mean, mean.”

“Which translates to pesky, wicked and vulgar.”  I proposed.  “So I guess you have to decide 
which mean you mean - an adjective, a noun, or a verb.  Do you mean that you intend to be 
shameless or dangerous?  Or do you mean to say you will determine your future, or that you will 
aim for your survival.

“What did you do, have a Thesaurus for lunch?” Cash asked.

“No, I’m on a diet.  I’m not eating carbs, or fats, or sugar, or spice, or taste.”

“That explains everything,” Bella sniffed.  “Diets make everyone lean and mean.
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